
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of manager, content
marketing. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, content marketing

Understand the hearts and minds of our audiences, listening and continuously
learning from them in order to engage them in the most relevant ways
Champion our brand narrative – and the reasons individuals and organizations
love working with us to achieve their goals – by bringing our story to life
across channels in ways that spark dialogue, invite action and position our
brand as a leader in the learning market
Own and drive the content marketing strategy for our business, aligning
content marketing objectives to business priorities, with a focus on building
brand awareness, engagement and ultimately conversion of new business for
LinkedIn’s newest product offering, LinkedIn Learning
Manage always-on content strategy and content production, including but
not limited to “big rock” assets like reports
Build and manage relationships with internal and external partners, including
researchers, writers and creative agencies, in order to bring innovative
content marketing programs to life
Publish compelling content through owned, shared, earned and paid channels
– in close partnership with our demand gen, blog/social, & corporate
communications colleagues
Partner with channel owners
Align with partners on success metrics, demand gen on acquisition goals, and
track performance of content marketing initiatives, sharing learnings with the
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Drive processes to effectively partner with cross-functional teams (Digital
Marketing, Brand, PR, Community Development, ) and international partners
in order to develop integrated strategies and programs
Continuously assessing, developing and streamlining the internal content
strategy to ensure alignment with brand goals

Qualifications for manager, content marketing

Knowledge of social networks and web-based technology solutions.5 years
minimum marketing experience in Telecommunications or a Technology
industry preferred
Skilled in web analytics tools (e.g., Adobe Omniture, Google Analytics), social
media marketing applications (e.g., HootSuite, Tweetdeck, ) and leading
social media monitoring platforms
Experience managing social media efforts is a plus
Experience planning and executing online marketing programs using Google
AdWords, Display, and paid social networks such as Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn and YouTube
Exceptional project management skills are a MUST
Monthly performance reporting and insights


